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Here’s how:
Total warp ends: 116
Total warp length: 2.1m (2 1/4yds)

Warping:
Warp the 58 slots of the reed with the McKenzie yarn.

Weaving:
1. Wind the shuttle with the McKenzie yarn and   
 weave 6 rows of plain weave beating firmly.
2. Weave 8cm (3ins) in plain weave finishing in the  
 down position (check tension and edging).
3. Weave the Patterns below. Repeat until length   
 required.
4. Finish with 8cm (3ins) in plain weave and 6 rows  
 of plain weave beaten firmly.

Pattern 1 (4 rows to pattern)
1. With the reed in the down position, with the   
 pickup stick pick up every second thread behind  
 the reed.  Over 1, under 1 across the width.
2. Row 1. Place stick on its edge behind the reed to  
 create the shed.
3. Weave a row ensuring you catch the edge thread.  
 Place the stick to the back of the loom.
4. Beat softly as you want to create an open weave.
5. Row 2, 3 and 4 plain weave.
6. Repeat these four rows ten times.

7. Weave 11 rows of plain weave
8. Weave one row of gold lame.
9. Weave one row McKenzie yarn.

Pattern 2 (2 rows to pattern)
1. With reed in the down position, with pick up stick  
 pick up threads in the following sequence: over 2,  
 under 3, over 3. Continue under 3, over 3 across  
 the width.
2. Row 1. Place the stick on its edge behind the reed  
 to create the shed.
3. Weave one row using the hand dyed silk. Place the  
 stick to the back of the loom.
4. Row 2. Weave a row of plain weave in McKenzie  
 yarn remembering to go around the silk thread and  
 catching the edge thread.
5. Repeat these two rows five times (total of six).
6. Weave one row of gold lame.
7. Remember to secure ends as you go.
8. Weave 10 rows of plain weaving in McKenzie yarn.

Pattern 3 (Brooks Bouquet)
1. Place the reed in the resting position.
2. Catch the first thread by wrapping the weft thread  
 around twice 
3. Pass the shuttle under the next five threads, and  
 then take the shuttle back around and under the  
 last 4 threads and pull yarn to form a “bunch”.

Table Runner
By Nicola Bota, Long Beach, New Zealand

You will need:  
Loom: Rigid Heddle 40cm (16ins) or Knitters Loom 30cm (12ins)
Reed: 10dpi (40/10cm)
Warp Yarn Qty and Colour: Ashford McKenzie 4 ply (100% Merino 
Superwash; 357m/390yds; 100gm net) Natural White, one ball
Weft Yarn Qty and Colour: Ashford McKenzie 4 ply (100% Merino 
Superwash; 357m/390yds; 100gm net) Natural White, one ball; Mulberry 
silk weaving yarn (3591 Denier; 100% silk) hand-dyed 22m(24yds); lame 
thread (100% Polyester) gold; 5m(5 ½yds)
Other: One pick up stick; darning needle



4. Continue across the row, remembering to wrap the  
 last thread twice.
5. Weave 10 rows of plain weaving in McKenzie yarn.

Pattern 4 (Soumak)
1. Place the reed in the resting position
2. Measure and cut the hand dyed silk 3 ½ times the  
 width of the weaving or 105cm (41 1/2ins). 
3. Start on the left. Using a darning needle take the  
 silk over 4 and back under 2 threads. Repeat   
 across the row.
4. Weave 3 rows plain weaving in McKenzie yarn.
5. Repeat step 3.
6. Weave 10 rows in plain weaving in McKenzie yarn.

Finishing:
1. Remove from the loom and secure ends with a   
 zigzag stitch.
2. Secure all ends.
3. Wash gently and steam press using instructions on  
 yarn band. Dry.
4. Either finish with tied ends or decorative 
 hemstitch. If hemstitching use the 8cm (3ins) of  
 plain weave for folding and hemming.
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